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ABSTRACT

Recently there has been considerable interest in the applicatior of state

specific detection techniques to the study of molecules interacting with

surfaces. Laser induced fluorescence' , multiphoton ionization^'^ , and IR

excitation and bolometric detection^ have all been used to study rotational

and vibrational distributions of molecules which scatter or desotb from a

surface. Such studies provide information on several important aspects of

molecular interactions with surfaces including the relative importance of

various channels of energy transfer, the forces or potentials involvec, and the

role that energy transfer plays in determining sticking probabilities, and

conversely, the dynamics of the breaking of bonds in desorption.

In discussing the inelastic scattering of molecules from surfaces t is useful

to make a distinction between direct inelastic scattering and inelastic

scattering which results from trapping followed by desorption 13-14 This

distinction rests on the seperation of scattering events into two class ss on the

basis of interaction time with the surface; short times result in direct inelastic

scattering and long times result in trapping, "thermalization", and then

desorption. Although the dividing line between short and long times is

necessarily somewhat arbitrary, scattering events do tend to fall nto these

very different classes^. Those which trap on the surface lose ir formation

about their initial direction of motion, kinetic and internal energy ard pick up

information about the surface temperature; conversely those wliici directly
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scatter are influenced strongly by their initial state as well as ty surface

thermal motion14"1^.

We will concentrate our attention on direct inelastic scattering l*cause in

some sense this process is the simpler of the two and is mor; directly

interpretable. We will also concentrate our attention on NO because this

molecule has been most extensively studied and on NO interact ons wirh

A g ( l l l ) in particular because for this system measurements are available

which clearly distinguish the direct inelastic and trapping-desorption channels.

Conceptually the scattering experiments to be described are vey simple.

A beam of molecules, ideally monoenergetic and in the ground electronic,

vibrational, and rotational state, is incident on the clean surface cf a single

crystal in vacuum. After interacting with the surface, the particles which exit

in a given direction are detected with a state specific detector, s( that the

direction, speed, and internal state distributions after scattering can be

measured. To provide an approximation to the perfectly defined incidence

conditions described above, most recent experiments have used sipersonic

molecular beams. Such beams provide velocity spreads of 5 - 0 % and

rotational temperatures of 1-30 K. The incident energy, Ej, can be controlled

easily over the range of 0.1 to 1.8 eV for a molecule like NO by th« variation

of nozzle temperatures and the use of "seeded beams" of NO in I f e ^ . A

variety of state specific detection techniques have been used including laser

induced fluorescence (LIF) '^, multiphoton ionization (MPI) '" , ani infrared

excitation and bolometric detection'^. L1F has been most widely : pplied to

date and consists basically of tuning a laser through the adsorption band of a

molecule and measuring the fluorescence intensity to obtain the noprlations of

molecules in a given state.

Rotational state distributions for NO scattering from A g d l l ) ^ at the

specular angle, have a low J (<17.5) region close to Boltzmann d stribution
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and increasing deviations from a Boltzmann distribution are observed at high J

as E n is increased. Direct inelastic and trapping-desorption scattering can be

distinguished on the basis of the dependence of the results on Ej. T§ and 0{.

Results on all three of these variations are available for NO scattering from

A g ( l l l ) . There is a strong change in the measured rotational state
s

distributions as the incident energy or angle is varied. It is important to note
i

that this us true both for the low J and the high J region. The slop-: of the low
J region gives an effective rotational temperature T R which is fourd to vary

i
linearly from approximately 300 K to 600 K as E n is varied from .05-1.0 eV.
The variation of the high J portion of the curves is even more mark 3d with a

r
broad maximum appearing for larger E n . The variation of the rotat onal state

distributions with surface temperature is rather weak. Furthermore angular

distributions for molecules scattered in a given rotational state (for high beam s

energies) show a non-cosine angular distribution with a lobe which j«eaks near ^

the specular angle for low J and shifts down toward the surface for higher J.

The results are consistent with a picture in which parallel monentum is

approximately conserved and normal momentum reduced by th : amount e

necessary to excite the rotational state under consideration. a

Another way of checking on the relative importance of normal and

parallel momentum in determining rotational excitation is to perform s

experiments in which %\ and Ej are both varied. It is found that the rotational j

state distributions depend strongly on E n as stated above but within ;

experimental error the same rotational distributions are observed for n

0;~ 15-55° if Ej is adjusted so that E n is kept constant (« .44 eV was used). s

a
In addition to measuring the populations of various rotational states, laser

induced fluorescence detection allows one to measure some propcrt es of the

alignment distribution of the angular momentum vecu>," I . 2 0 This is done by
r

varying the polarization of the incident laser, detecting the polarizati )n of the

fluorescence, or both. To date, only measurements of the variation of LIF
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intensity with incident polarization have been reported. Such measurements

indicate a high degree (but not perfect) alignment perpendicular to t ie surface

normal for molecules scattered into high J states.

The dependence of the rotational state distributions on incident energy

surface temperature as well as the angular distributions of scatter 3d NO all

indicate that under the conditions of those experiments ( E n > . l eV and

T§>400 K) the scattering is dominated by direct inelastic scattering. This is

indicated by the fact that information on the incident conditions i:; strongly

retained in the scattering while the influence of the surface temjerature is

relatively weak.

One of the most striking features of the rotational distributu ns h the

strong departure from a Boltzmann distribution and broad peak observed at

high J for high incident energy. This was tentatively interpretted by Kleyn et.

al.3 as arising from the rotational rainbow effect which has recently been

observed in gas-phase scattering experiments^ The effect can be rrost easily

explained for the surface scattering case by reference to a simple nudel which

arises quite naturally from the experimental findings.

The E n scaling and observation of rotational alignment near ths smooth

surface limit both suggest that surface corrugation plays a relatively rrinoT role

in determining the rotational energy distributions. Furthemore, the

insensitivity of the results to surface temperature suggest that surface thermal

motion also plays a relatively minor role. We are thus led to model the

scattering process to first approximation as the interaction of a moli cule with

a static smooth surface. Noting that vibrational excitation is improvable, we

further simplify the the model by treating the molecule as a r'gid rotor.

Clearly the anisotropy of the potential will be important (since it proJuces the

rotational excitation) so we are led to consider interactions of a rgid rotor

with a static structureless surface through an anisotropic potential.
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Rotational rainbows can be understood by considering the rotational

excitation to be expected when a molecule interacts with the surface as a

function of y, the angle of the molecular axis to the surface normal To

simplify the discussion, consider the case of an initially non-rotating molecule

and even anisotropy. A molecule incident with y-=0 or y—w/2 will have a

final angular momentum Jf-«O. In between the rotational excitatun will be

non-zero and will be described by some function Jf(y) which must (o through

at least one maximum as y is increased from 0 to n/2. It is the existence of

this maximum which gives rise to the rotational rainbow effect. Classically,

the differential cross section contains a term (dJf/dy)*' which aiises from

considering the range dy of y that contributes to the excitation of stt tes in the

range dJf of Jf. This Jacobian produces a classical singularly in the

differential cross section for angles which are extremma in Jf(y). Comparison

of the data to classical and quantum mechanical solutions^ of this model,

confirms the suggestion that a rotational rainbow is observed and allows one

to get information on the intermolecular potentials and the role of

translational to rotational energy transfer in the dynamics of the trapping and

sticking of molecules on surfaces.
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